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For my DP1 project, I created a python program that takes in microphone input, allows a 

user to select from a list of audio effects from a GUI, and applies it to their voice in real time. I 

used libraries like Tkinter, pyaudio, clip16 from myfunction, struct, math, scipy and numpy. After 

this program was designed, I ran it on a raspberry pi. A raspberry pi is a micro-processing unit, 

so I used peripherals like a GN2000 microphone with USB connection and a hamburger mini 

speaker with 3.5mm connection.  

The code takes the microphone input and creating some GUI widgets which have 

callback functions that set effect_num to different values. While the output streams, an if- 

conditional statement checks the value of effect num and applies the assigned audio effects to it.  

The audio effects were implemented as functions. The first was a Robot voice created 

using the stft and istft functions from the scipy library. While these functions are not truly real 

time, they were processed block by block, so they were almost in real time. The second filter 

implemented was the absolute value voice implemented by simply taking the absolute value of 

the input signal. Next, the echo voice applies a 4th order filter onto blocks of filters using the 

lfilter function from scipy with coefficients from a butterworth filter from matlab. Another filter 

is the weird geek voice implemented using vibrato. Helium voice filter was created using AM 

modulation with a frequency of 400Hz. Lazy voice was implemented by padding each input 

sample with a zero. Because the output signal in this filter is twice as long as the original signal, 

if the lazy voice is selected, you need to multiply the short format ‘h’ by twice the block length 

when using struct.pack. This also means that the output is not exactly real time but to the human 

ear it is. There was also a normal voice and quit button. Lastly, a gain/volume slider was added 

to the GUI. Because the gain is an integer and the output block is a list, it was challenging to 
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multiply the output block by the gain. It is certainly possible, and I will work on this in that in the 

future. 

I decided to implement this program on a raspberry pi microcontroller. The raspberry pi 

can be loaded with different operating systems. In this case, I saved the Debian operating system 

on an SD card which was then loaded onto the raspberry pi. Commands on the operating system 

are run on the Linux terminal. First, I had to connect the USB microphone and 3.5mm speaker on 

the pi. I had to find out the sound card numbers and device numbers where they were connected. 

Next, I needed to build Linux device drivers to stream audio inputs from the GN2000 USB 

microphone and the 3.5mm speaker and obtain the recommended streaming rate which was 

44100Hz. Now I was ready to run pyaudio with this streaming rate. The GUI was displayed on 

the monitor. My intention was to use an LCD touch screen which connects to the GPIO pins and 

uses the SPI communication protocol. I had installed the necessary drivers, however the touch 

screen was faulty and only had a small rectangle of display. Unfortunately, the replacement did 

not arrive on time and I had to make do with my monitor, connected via HDMI cable, and the 

USB mouse and keyboard. 

The final results were satisfactory with a few setbacks. The biggest issue was that since I 

could not demonstrate my project in person, my speaking voice interferes with the speaker 

output and the filtered sound cannot be heard distinctively. Feel free to try running the code on 

your computer for demonstration (however you will have to change the streaming rate). The 

speaker’s output was also a little poor. However, I was able to achieve my goal of combining 

digital signal processing with embedded systems principles. This is a project that can also be 

built upon with more filters and GUI displays as I experiment more with digital signal 

processing. 


